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distance eigrp, 320
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ip cef, 386
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dialer contention, 150
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E&M, 406
Ethernet, 77–79
FDDI, configuring, 79–80
Frame Relay, configuring, 99–109
HSSI, 86
LFI, 381–383
LMI, 99
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NASI, 456
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Web browsers, 21
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configuring, 134–139
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BGP, 279–290
broadcast handling, configuring, 221–223
debug command, 68–69
DHCP, 227–230
EIGRP, 262–266
IGRP, 259–260
integrated IS-IS, 275–278
MBGP, 297–299
MMeP, 416
mobile, configuring, 231–237
multicast routing, 291–297
NAT, configuring, 237–243
OSPF, 266–273
packets
CAR, 372–373
encrypting, 359
monitoring, 72–74
peer addresses, 289
phones, 439
ping command, 64–65
precedence, 344
RIP, 253–258
sessions, filtering, 470–471
SLB, 244–248, 250
Telnet command, 67
traceroute command, 66–67
VoIP, 416
IP access lists
bit ordering, 517
DSCP, matching, 514–515
example configuration, 516–517
extended, configuring, 513–515
port numbers, matching, 515
toS bit, matching, 515
ip access-class command, 449
ip address negotiated command, 163
ip cef command, 386
ip cef distributed command, 387
ip default network command, 307
ip dhcp ping packet command, 230
ip dhcp pool command, 228
ip forward-protocol command, 221
ip forward-protocol udp command, 222
ip igmp join-group command, 294
ip load-sharing command, 387
ip mobile secure command, 233
ip name-server command, 220
ip nat inside source command, 238
ip ospf cost command, 271
ip policy route-map command, 309
IP precedence, defining for IP access lists, 514
ip route-cache command, 386
ip rtp priority command, 347
ip telnetsource-interface interface command, 67
IPS (Intelligent Protection Switching), 97
IPSec (IP Security), VPN tunnels, 499–508
IPX (Internetwork Packet Exchange), 323–325
access lists, 519–522
EIGRP routing, 327–329
encapsulation type, selecting, 324
example configuration, 329–330
load balancing, 324
SAP filters, defining, 521–522
ipx bandwidth-percent eigrp command, 328
ipx hello-interval eigrp command, 328
ipx hold-time eigrp command, 328
ipx internal-network command, 325
ipx maximum-paths command, 324
ipx network command, 324
ipx nslp priority command, 327
ipx router eigrp command, 327
ipx router nslp command, 325
ipx router rip command, 328
ipx routing command, 323
IRDP (ICMP Router Discovery protocol), 220, 232
ISAKMP (Internet Security Association and Key Management Protocol), 492
ISDN (Integrated Services Digital Network)
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Java, blocking, 479
permanent (ip route command), 306
tag (ip route command), 306
jitter buffers, 425
KDC (Key Distribution Center), 455
keepalive requests, 106
keywords
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  log (ip access list command), 513
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LAN segmentation, SRB bridging, 183–185
LANE (LAN Emulation), 123–130
LEC (LAN Emulation Client), 124
LECS (LAN Emulation Configuration Server), 124
link-state routing protocols
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  NLSP, 325–326
  OSPF, 266–273
    redistributing into, 317
    route filtering, 321
lists, CRL, 495
lives-of-history-kept command, 56
LLC (Logical Link Control), 119
LLQ (low latency queuing), 378
LMI (Local Management Interface), 99
load balancing, 198
  DLSw+, configuring, 203–204
  IPX, 324
  SLB, configuring, 244–248, 250
load sharing, per-packet, 387
load threshold, ISDN BRI configuration, 150
local acknowledgment, STUN configuration, 209
local peers (DLSw+), configuring, 196
Lock and Key access lists, 466–469, 514
log keyword (ip access list command), 513
logging
  implementing, 450
    messages
      configuring, 35–38
      verifying, 39
logging buffered command, 68
logging history command, 37
logging monitor command, 37
logging monitor debugging command, 68
logging synchronous command, 7, 35, 38
login authentication command, 468
login command, 449
loopback interfaces, configuring, 81–82
loop-start signaling, 402
LRQs (location requests), 431
LSPs (Link State Packets), 276
lsr-path command, 51
MAC addresses
access lists, 517–518
filtering, 188
maintenance windows (modems), creating, 137
management, 22
buffers, 59
configuring, 60–63
files, 22
alias commands, 29
commands, 28
deleting from Flash, 24–26
moving, 26–27
navigating, 22–23
QoS congestion, 362–369
routers, 450
manual route configuration, 305–307
manual-switch option, 97
mapping DLSw+ to DLC source, 200–203
map classes, 105
crypto, 506
match as-path command, 314
match command, 344
match community-list command, 314
match metric command, 313
match statements, 286
matching strings, 98
matchinterface command, 313
match-ip address command, 308
match-ip route-source command, 313
match-length command, 308
matchroute-type command, 313
matchtag command, 313
MBGP (Multiprotocol BGP), 297–299
MCUs (multimedia control units), 429
MD5 (Message Digest 5), 232, 499
MED (Multi-Exit Discriminator), 279
membership, rotary groups, 152
menu name clear-screen command, 19
menu-exit command, 20
menus, configuring, 19–20
message-digest option, 271
messages
logging, 35–39
SAP, filtering, 521–522
terminal sessions, sending, 13
metric attribute (route maps), setting, 314
metrics, comparison chart, 311–312
MIB (Management Information Base), 40
mii (Media-Independent Interface), 78
milliseconds, 276
milliseconds option, 276
MLP (Multilink PPP), configuring, 163
mls command, 390
MLS (Multilayer Switching)
configuring, 389–390
example, 391
mls rp ip command, 390
mls rp management-interface command, 391
mls rp nde-address command, 391
mls rp vlan-id command, 390
mls rp vtp-domain command, 390
MLSP (Multilayer Switching Protocol), 390
MMoIP (Multimedia Mail over IP), 416
mobile IP, configuring, 231–237
mobile nodes, 231
modems
chat scripts, 139
escape sequences, 139–140
expect-send process, monitoring, 140
external, 134
failure, defining recovery method, 136
hunt groups, 139
idle time, configuring, 149
internal, 134–139
preconfigured attributes, viewing, 138
recovery pending state, 137
removing from service, 136
rotary groups, load threshold, 150
monitoring
active ring monitors, 80
activity, 72–74
backup ring monitors, 80
buffers, 60
modems, expect-send process, 140
RTTMON, 49
systems, 40–49
more commands, 8
moving files, 26–27
MQC (modular QoS command-line interface), 342–349
multicast routing, 291–297
Multilayer Switching. See MLS
Multilayer Switching Protocol, 390
multiple encapsulations, configuring on a single interface, 324
multiplexing IMA, 115
multiplier arguments, 260
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named access lists, configuring, 512–513
NASI (Netware Asynchronous Services Interface), 456
NAT (Network Address Translation), configuring, 237–243
nat command, 241
navigating file systems, 22–23
NBAR (Network-Based Application Recognition), 344, 350–357
NBMA (nonbroadcast multiaccess), 264
NBP (Name Binding Protocol) packets,
filtering, 524
nd (Network Disk), 223
neighbor activate command, 298
NetBIOS
access lists, configuring, 522
applying to RSRB peers, 193–194
name caching, enabling, 186
NetFlow switching
configuring, 388–389
example, 389
network command, 254, 307
networks
Ethernet, configuring interfaces, 77–79
FDDI, configuring interfaces, 79–80
NBAR, 350–357
numbers, 228
SDH, 96
telephony, 416–426
Token Ring, configuring interfaces, 80–81
VLANs, configuring interfaces, 82–83

NLSP
configuring, 325–326
RIP updates, controlling, 326
route aggregation, 522
no appletalk protocol rtmp command, 333
no cdp enable command, 451
no cdp run command, 30
no crypto isakmp enable command, 500
no digit-strip command, 423
no ip http-server command, 21
no ip route-cache cef command, 387
no ip split-horizon command, 256
no ipx eigrp-split-horizon command, 328
no logging on command, 36
no login command, 12
no ntp enable command, 452
no password command, 449
no service finger command, 452
no snmp trap link-status command, 48
nodes, 231
no-llc timer (DLSw+), 198
non-IP routing protocols
AppleTalk
access lists, configuring, 523–525
configuring, 331–333
discovery mode, 333
example, 334–335
Novell IPX, 323
access lists, configuring, 519–523
configuring, 323–325
encapsulation type, selecting, 324
discovery mode, 329–330
NLSP routing configuration, 325–326
no-summary option, 268
notification
BECN, 100
ECF, 113
FECN, 100
notifications (SNMP), configuring, 44
Novell IPX, 323
access lists
applying permit/deny statements during specified time range, 520
defining, 519–522
counting, 323–325
EIGRP routing, configuring, 327–329
example configuration, 329–330
NLSP routing, configuring, 325–326
SAP filters, defining, 521–522
NSAP (Network Service Access Point), 124, 275
NTP (Network Time Protocol), H.323 gateways, 428
null interfaces, configuring, 81–82
numbered access lists, configuring, 512–513
numbers, 99
ANI, 417
circuits, 98
DNIS, 417
group-number option, 224
networks, 228

O

OAM (operation, administration, and maintenance), 115
OC-3 POS interfaces, configuring, 96
ODR
configuring, 159–160
flush parameter, 159
holddown parameter, 159
sleeptime parameter, 159
update parameter, 159
on-demand peers (DLSw+), configuring, 203
opening reverse Telnet connections, 12
operators, characters, 9
optimization
buffers, 63
SAA, 49–58
optional parameters. ISDN PRI configuration, 143
options, 224, 254, 276
cost, 271
delay, 225
forced-switch, 97
group-list, 293
infinite, 229
level-1, 2, 276
level-2-only, 276
manual-switch, 97
message-digest, 271
no-summary, 268
override, 292
priority, 271
RIP commands, 256–258
rp-list, 293
secondary, 224
seconds, 276
sparse-dense-mode, 292
origin (BGP), configuring as route map
attribute, 315
OSPF (Open Shortest Path First), 266–273
outbound route filtering, 320
output
debugging, 68–69
searching, 9
override option, 292
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packet filtering
NetBIOS filters, applying to RSRB
configuration, 193–194
SAP filters, applying to RSRB
configuration, 193
Packet-Over-SONET interfaces, configuring, 96–99
packets
CAR, 372–373
IDS, 481–491
LFI, 381–383
monitoring, 72–74
NBP, filtering, 524
QoS
policy propogation, 360–361
VPNs, 359
spoofing, 450–451
WRED, 370–371
parameters
accept-lifetime, 257
action, 349
boot config, 28
dialer interface, defining, 149–152
flush, 159, 255
history, 56
holddown, 159, 255
modems, setting, 137–139
SAA, configuring, 50–58
send-lifetime, 257
sleeptime, 159, 255
update, 159, 255
VoIP, 425
passive remote peers, 199
passive-interface command, 258
passwords
  encrypting, 18
  user-level, 6
PAT (Port Address Translation), 237
paths-of-statistics-kept command, 56
PBR (policy-based routing), 357–358
PDL (Packet Description Language), 351
PDLMs (PDL Modules), 351
PDPs (Policy Decision Points), 378
peak rates, 349
peer groups (DLSw+), configuring, 196
peer ip-addresses, 289
peers
  BGP, 279–290
dial, 418
PEPs (Policy Enforcement Points), 378
performance
  buffers, 63
  SAA, 49–58
permanent keyword (ip route command), 306
permit statements, 470
permit/deny statements, applying to IPX access lists
during specified time range, 520
per-packet load sharing, 387
Per-VLAN Spanning Tree (PVST), 83
PFS (Perfect Forward Secrecy), 505
physical-layer sync command, 90
PIM (Protocol Independent Multicasting), 291–297
ping command, 64–65
p-node (peer-to-peer), 229
policies
  COPS, 378
  FRTS, 375–377
  GTS, 374–375
  QoS, 360–361
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PPP (Point-to-Point Protocol), 160
callback, configuring, 161
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dedicated mode, 161
example, 164
interactive mode, 161
LQM, configuring, 162
MLP, configuring, 163
PQ (priority queuing), QoS, 362–363
precedence, 344
preconfigured modem types, 138
preempt command, 225
prefix lists, configuring, 516
prefixes, dialing, 441
preventing DoS attacks, 472–474
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